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Are you worried due to the falling number of customers in your restaurant? You will be surprised,
but the restrooms in your restaurant might be a possible reason behind this slouch. Yes, I have
come across many customers who hate eating places where hygiene is not maintained. Most of the
restaurant owners often forget this part of their restaurant. In order to beat the heat of intense
competition, it is imperative that you remodel your restrooms in accordance with the ongoing trends.

By instilling some creative elements, you can create a space that perfectly blends with the
restaurant. Decorators prefer painting restroom walls with high-gloss paints. As large number of
people touch the wall each day, it is better to avoid textured finish. Moreover, textures surfaces are
difficult to clean than painted in high-gloss paint. If you own an Italian-style restaurant, you can
install the latest restroom panels that are known for their clean lines. To add some luxury touch, use
ceramic, marble, or travertine tiles. Adorn the walls with plants like grapevines.

In case of a Spanish restaurant, it is good to use mosaic tiles along the floor and walls. To maintain
hygiene, you can choose from a great range of commercial toilet partitions that are manufactured
with high quality antibacterial compact laminates. These restroom panels ensure complete
protection against moisture related damage for years.

For Asian restrooms, do some wonders by using whites, deep reds and black. Go for dark-colored
flooring and move toward a lighter area as you go up the wall. Experts prefer using wooden
structures in case of restaurants and avoid stainless steel objects. Other decorative elements in
Asian layout are floral and koi fish.

Over a period of time, there have been many changes in restroom products. For example, you can
easily find restroom panels or toilet accessories that feature high resistance to cigarette burns,
cleaning agents and scratches. It means you wonâ€™t need to spend extra for maintenance of your
expensive restroom products.

Always remember that cluttering can spoil all your efforts, therefore, it is recommended to develop a
clean and free environment in the restroom. Place toilet paper, hand towels, and other cleaning
supplies in a locked metal or wooden box to deliver a tidy appearance.
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Greenlam Sturdo is a fantastic collection of top-quality restroom cubicles, specially adapted hand
holds for physically disabled and privy divider panels. Think great-quality modular a restroom panels
and restroom dividers, think Greenlam Sturdo. Visit our website for more information on our range of
products.
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